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From 4 – 14 January 2015
AIMSSEC presented the Mathematical Thinking (MT) course to
57 teachers from four provinces:
Limpopo, KZN, Eastern Cape
and Western Cape. The 10 day
residential took place at
Stellenbosch High School.

Our MT course has been presented
twenty-three times to 1 297
teachers over 12 years.
Four volunteer overseas lecturers,
Cynthia Fries, Jenny Gage, Julia
and Bob Anghileri and three local

teaching assistants Mpumi Kolisile,
Hermie Kraak and Stephen Basvi,
all of whom are alumni, worked
alongside the local team.
Dr Barrie Barnard, AIMSSEC
Academic Manager

57 students and 15 staff members attended

“Your lesson was a challenge to my
brain. It invoked critical thinking in
my mind. You also explained lesson
planning well, particularly
differentiation and inclusion.
Thank you.”
David Motso, FET teacher,
Metro South, Western Cape
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Alumni teach at the
residential course
Hermie Kraak, Mpumi Kolisile and
Stephen Basvi (South Africa alumni)
joined the local and international team
of lecturers on the MT23 course to
deliver areas of development
identified in the curriculum.

tutor and supporting lecturer. AIMSSEC
congratulates Mpumi for his promotion
to a primary school principal and applaud him for bringing along three
teachers from his school to the MT23
residential.

They have grown in confidence as their
profile has evolved from MT student to

AIMSSEC is committed to life-long
learning; continuous professional
development remains a priority.

Mpumi working alongside IP teachers

“I learnt the importance
of using the pace setter and
CAPS document as a guide, the
importance of prior knowledge
as each learner learns according
to their ability and level.”
K N Mapisa, IP teacher, Libode,
Eastern Cape

Hermie ensuring the SP teachers understand the instructions

“She gave us a picture and asked us to tell her what we see, but instead we just
interpreted. She encouraged us not to confuse describing what you see with
interpreting. I am going to listen and pay attention to my learners more.”
Gavaza Joyce Mariba, SP teacher, Vhembe, Limpopo

AIMSSEC staff attend SAARMSTE
conference in Maputo
The 23rd SAARMSTE (Southern African
Association for Research in Mathematics,
Science and Technology Education)
conference was held in Maputo from
13-16 January 2015 and was attended
by more than 200 delegates from 18
different countries. Presentations at the
conference included long papers, short
papers, snapshots and round tables of
which there was a total of 218.
Ingrid Mostert and Marie Joubert
represented AIMSSEC’s research at
the SAARMSTE conference.

Marie presented a long paper on her work
on the perceived problems (and their
causes) in mathematics education in
South Africa.
Ingrid gave a snapshot presentation about
the FaSMEd project. She explained that
the project is funded by the European
Union and concerns formative assessment
in mathematics and science education.
The main outcome of the project is to
design a toolkit to support teachers in
doing formative assessment. The South
African version of the toolkit will be
designed and improved with the help
of teachers from a variety of schools in
the Western Cape.
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Training lecturers using free software
In November and December 2014, AIMSSEC ran training
courses for teachers in the typesetting of documents and
use of the mathematical software GeoGebra.
The courses were tailored to the specific needs of the
Mathematics and Mathematical Literacy teachers, all of
whom teach at Further Education and Training level. All
who attended are now able to typeset documents such as
exam papers in a professional format, complete with
images, well-presented equations and sophisticated
graphs. With overwhelmingly positive feedback from the
courses’ attendees, there is high demand for AIMSSEC to
run similar courses in the future.
During the IT sessions at the January residential course
the teachers learned how to draw simple diagrams in
geometry, draw various types of graphs, and prove Euclidean geometry theorems. The teachers were also
introduced to the AIMSSEC online learning management
system called Moodle, an AIMSSEC “virtual classroom”
where the participants, together with AIMSSEC alumni
and staff can engage in discussions, submit assignments,
receive feedback from tutors and lecturers, and also
view their marks.

For further free resources visit www.aiminghigh.aimssec.ac.za.
These resources provide rich mathematical tasks across the IP,
SP and FET phases

SACE endorses
Mathematical
Thinking Course
AIMSSEC has been approved by
SACE (South African Council for
Educators) as a service provider
(Provider Number: PR11011)
from October 2014 - 2017 to
offer our Mathematical Thinking
Course to practising teachers.
SACE endorsement is essential
for recognition of professional
learning and to ensure quality of
courses by service providers.
SACE have rolled out the implementation of professional development points for principals and
deputy principals during 2014;
they will do so for heads of
department in 2015, followed
by classroom teachers.
SACE will be responsible for the
implementation, management
and quality assurance of this
CPTD (Continuing Professional
Teacher Development) management system.
AIMSSEC is looking forward to applying
for endorsement of additional courses
in the future.

Collaborating
with StatsSA
and AMESA
On 22 January 2015, AIMSSEC staff
collaborated in planning a session on
probability for senior phase teachers.
Staff started by working through
a probability activity designed to
stimulate active learning and to
support formative assessment.
In pairs they looked at a set of cards
with probability statements and
categorised them as True, False or
Unsure. They discussed the kinds of
misconceptions that were being
addressed through the activity as
well as the issues that needed to be
taken into consideration when
presenting the session to teachers.
The impetus for planning such a
session was making contact with
Desiree Timmet from StatsSA at a
workshop organised by AIMS in
November 2014. Desiree joined the
AIMSSEC team for the planning; both
StatsSA and AMESA will partner with
AIMSSEC in organising and presenting
the session.
Activities such as these are valued
not only in taking forward staff’s own
professional development but also
in improving the design of sessions
presented by AIMSSEC.
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Working across phases

Teachers find it challenging to work across phases as they
tend to specialise only in one phase in their schools.
Working across phases helps teachers to gain insight into
prior knowledge and the next steps to learning to ensure
progression of knowledge, skills and understanding of
mathematical concepts.

AIMSSEC encourages all teachers to demonstrate the valuable
contribution each phase has towards raising the quality of
teaching and learning in South Africa. Below are examples
of teachers working in partnership across the intermediate,
senior and FET phases.

Working together on mathematical vocabulary

Discussion of the classification of shapes

“The classroom might be one
of the only places the learners
have an opportunity to engage
with mathematical language.”
The majority of mathematics
teachers are faced with high
pupil–to-teacher ratios and
pressure to complete the
stipulated work on time. They
find themselves with limited
time to engage their learners in
understanding mathematical
language. Creative writing,
though done mostly in language

classrooms, is a form of writing
that can strengthen learning in
mathematics.
This includes short stories,
songs and poems. Alongside is
an example of a poem written
by a primary school teacher to
facilitate learning in her
classroom.

Sorting cards in a problem solving activity

Paper-folding using six sheets of A4

If I were a shape, I would be a circle
I’ll have no end or beginning
I’ll be infinite
You see me everywhere
You see me every day
On your watch, the shape of the sun
Even when you eat
My circumference loves pi
But my radius loves pi half as much
as my diameter
I wouldn’t like to be a square,
Everything will always be the same
Everyone knows me wherever I go
Even when I am stretched,
I’m still just a special square
You can find me in any area...how boring!
Althea Baartman (2015)
Aloe Junior High School
SP Teacher, Metro South, Western Cape

